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Adventure calls... but you don't always have time to spend hours optimizing your character sheet or managing your inventory!
One Deck Dungeon lets you jump 5d3b920ae0
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Great game if you enjoy boardgames like "Roll Player" and "Roll for the Galexy".. Game is fun if played in short spurts.
Dungeon runs last 5-10 minutes usually. Can get a little repetitive.. Gameplay: 10/10 Graphics: 10/10 Story: ? Soundtrack: boi
Explanation: simplicity in it's finest form. Adorable little game for chilling out and giving your brains a bit of a challenge. For
your efforts, the game gets (optionally) easier with hero progression and opens up skills that REALLY make you feel like a total
badass. Just don't use the same strategy again or you'll make the game almost purposedly boring. Gameplay is perfect for me,
chillful and fun, the graphics (the art) is fine, I loved it, creative and fresh. There is story, but we plebs will never see it, it's only
for Kickstarter backers xD (me not included, sadly.) And I wouldn't go hard on soundtrack, it is what it is. It is really fine, I
enjoyed it, but I'd rather have some music of my liking running in the background. Playing after having the physical release
played for nearly as much hours with my music playing all the while, it's really not a difference for me :D 10/10 from me, I
absolutely love it.. Even though I've never played the board game this is ported from, I've been having a lot of fun figuring out
the mechanics and abusing some of the simple combos in the game. I'd recommend the game to anyone who's just trying out
dice-based games or just enjoys the thrill of classic dungeon crawling. I would improve the tutorial moving forward; it's a lot to
take in all at once and I kept discovering minor mechanics that I'd been skipping over even 3 hours into the game (e.g. the small
symbols on abilities indicating which types of encounters they could be activated in). That aside, I have a couple of questions:
-How is the balance between 1 and 2 player? 2 player seemed really cluttered but I could imagine it's quite a bit easier unless I'm
missing something. -Why are the character progressions for all of the classes identical? Seems like some wasted design space to
not have these a little more customized to make the classes feel more different from each other.. I originally bought this game as
the physical card and dice pack and was very excited when I found it offered here in a digital version. It's a well designed game
with a lot of replay value and an optional RPG stlye progression system that allows you to improve each of the playable
characters. Easy to learn and you can play just a quick 20-30 minute game, or sit and play for hours on end. I may not spend
hundreds of hours on this game like I do others that I play, but it is still one of my favorites. Definitely worth the purchase..
Update: Now that there are campaign modes and progress tracking, this port of one deck dungeon is nearly flawless. Highly
recommend it; see original review below for description of the game. Original review: I have loved playing the physical version
of one deck dungeon with my girlfriend, as it's a (moderately) simple to learn (but very difficult to master) card-based dungeon
crawl that only takes 20-30min to play. We especially love the campaign mode! That being said, the game is very difficult,
especially on the first floor, and you can lose even with the best possible strategy because of poor dice rolls. If that is something
you don't like, then stay away, because it's how the game is purposefully designed. I've seen people complain that the game is
unbalanced or unfair, but that's not true at all; you aren't meant to win all the time, or even most of the time! The way I see it is
this: if you were a real archer descending into a dungeon, what would you put your odds at defeating a huge dragon? The
luck/dice frustration is very similar to Tharsis, so if you love that game, you will love this. If you hate that game, you will hate
this. That being said, this is an excellent port of the tabletop game! It makes it even easier and faster to understand skill
interactions and the basic rules (like armor boxes have to be covered first etc.); since it is still not the full release, there's no
campaign yet, or a full-fledged tutorial, but you could just read the rules after all. Right after I downloaded it I played the
dragon's lair (first dungeon) three times in a row with the archer. The first go, I died after reaching the boss, the second, on the
very first floor, and the third, I handily beat the dragon with little trouble.. A great port of a very fun game. Well worth the small
cost if you want to spend a 15-20 minute session doing some calculations, taking a calculated risk and cursing the evil gods of
the RNG.. It's a die rolling game. Art and themeing are okay-ish, but the game is a bore.. I've played this for around 10 hrs, but I
feel the replayability of this game is quite low after you've played long enough the game becomes too easy as you lvl up your
characters. There is almost no challenge and the rest of the time you lose is do to some rng bad luck. Wish there was a bit more
depth to the gameplay to provide more replayability beyond playing different characters.

Arca's Path VR Twitch Live Stream Today at 6PM UTC : Live tonight on Twitch [www.twitch.tv] with Arca's Path VR! Come
join us :). Early Access Update #4: Undo, Gauntlet Mode, and more! : Our fourth major Early Access update has the most oft-
requested feature from you, the players: undo! Oh, and a little thing called Gauntlet Mode.. Arca's Path is Now Available! :
We're happy to announce that Arca's Path has hit the stores, and great news, It's 10% off right now on Steam! Promotion ends
11/12/2018. Here's our brand new release trailer for the game.. Arca's Path VR Arca's Path Update - 10th Jan 2019 : Early
media reviews have been positive, and highlighted how good Arca's Path is for those new to VR games which is exactly what we
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had in mind whilst developing the game. Now the holidays have gone and we're back to work, we have today pushed a small
patch with some minor game-play bug fixes that most won't notice but being the perfectionists that we are was needed. We hope
you enjoy the challenges of Arca's Path and solving its puzzles.. What's New in Version 1.3.3 - Bug Fixes : This update includes
several bug fixes and improvements: Updated the text of Caliana's innate skill to match the physical game. Updated the text of
Mana Fountain to match the physical game. Fixed problems with the Druid's abilities. Fixed an interaction between Precision
Strike and the Lich boss effect. Fanatic's innate skill now works properly with poison. Fixed a problem with the Warden's
abilities. Various other small fixes and improvements have been made. Don't forget, the Aeon's End Digital Kickstarter is still
going, and is well on the way to funding! If you like One Deck Dungeon you'll find a lot to love in Aeon's End, so give the free
demo a try! [simmer.io] Plus, an early stretch goal will bring a crossover character into One Deck Dungeon for free.
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